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ORCA
assists
rural RGV
By MARIA A. MAZARIEGOS
The Pan American
The money is coming, and now
it’s time to put it to good use.
The recipients of a total of
$6,528,516 in grants were honored
Sept. 22 at a ceremonial check presentation held by the Lower Rio Grande
Valley
Development
Council
(LRGVDC). The money was disbursed
over the course of the past year, from
Sept. 1, 2004 to Aug. 31, 2005, with
funds from the Office of Rural
Community
Affairs
(ORCA)
Community Development Fund.
ORCA was created to facilitate
the state’s health, economic development and community development programs targeting rural communities. Its
programs and services support health
care delivery in rural areas of the state,
addressing community planning activities, and housing and public facility
needs.
“ORCA is the door to Texas government for rural citizens,” said
Clarissa Martinez, ORCA South Texas
staff member.
funds are awarded to projects that
aid low- and moderate-income persons,
eliminate slums or blight, or meet other
community needs that represent an

See ORKA page 11
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Arraigned

OUT ON BAIL Raymond Landry Jr.
appears before
McAllen Municipal
Court Judge
Kathleen Henley on
Oct. 6, charged with
online solicitation of
a minor.

Associate professor charged
with online solicitation
By SANDRA GONZALEZ
The Pan American
A week after the arrest of Raymond
Landry, 52, associate professor of
accounting and business law, students
and faculty of the College of Business
Administration at the University of
Texas-Pan American are still finding it
hard to believe that a seemingly “good
professor” could be charged with online
solicitation of a minor.
On Oct. 5, investigators with the
Texas Attorney General Cyber Crimes
Unit in cooperation with the McAllen
Police Department arrested Landry at a
McAllen bus station after a five-month
investigation.
Landry, who has been at UTPA

Nathan Lambrecht//The Monitor

See PROFESSOR page 11

Charitable campaign gives back to Valley
By LYLONY CAZARES
The Pan American
The University of Texas-Pan
American raised over $28,566 in 2004 for
the State Employee Charitable Campaign
(SECC), an 85 percent increase from the
year before, and hopes to exceed that
number this year.
Each fall, employees of state agencies, junior and community colleges, and
universities throughout Texas use the

convenience of payroll deduction to give
to charities in their local community.
On Oct. 4, the Office of Human
Resources at UTPA hosted a kick-off
meeting for all employees interested in
participating with the campaign, which
runs from September through October.
During this time, employees who wish to
participate sign a pledge form and choose
a charity to donate to.
“Contributions can be made through
payroll deduction or one-time cash or

check donation,” Gilbert Perez, SECC
coordinator for UTPA said. “Payroll
deductions start on December and run
through November. All contributions are
distributed by the State Comptroller’s
Office to the charities that the employee
has chosen. So all donations go to the
charities of the employee's choice.”
Charities benefited by the SECC
include United Way of South Texas,
American Red Cross South Texas
Chapter, Boys and Girls Club of

Outlets breaking ground
By HILDA LORIA
The Pan American

Joel de la Rosa/The Pan American
SAN CARLOS - ORCA recently granted funds to aid colonias throughout
Hidalgo County.

since 2002, was allegedly under the
impression he was going to meet a 13year-old girl from Buda, Texas whom he
met in a chat room. The “girl” was actually an undercover officer from the
Cyber Crimes Unit.
The unit was created in 2003 with
the intention of protecting children from
online predators. The need for such a
division became evident with studies
proving the increasing dangers of the
Internet. According to www.protectkids.com, 89 percent of sexual solicitations were made in either chat rooms or
instant messages.
While the attorney general created
this unit to protect children, the university is taking its own precautions for stu-

Rio Grande Valley residents will no
longer have to travel hundreds of miles
for high-quality outlet shopping at
renowned shopping havens such as San
Marcos or Austin.
The groundbreaking for Rio Grande

Valley Premium Outlets, which is scheduled to open next fall in Mercedes, celebrated the beginning of construction on
the 400,000-square-foot center which will
feature more than 100 top brand stores.
The center will be one story and feature a
Southwest architectural theme.
Executives for Chelsea Property

See OUTLETS page 11

Edinburg/ Alamo/ Mission/ Pharr, Court
Appointed Special Advocates (CASA) of
Hidalgo County, and Holy Family
Services, among others.
Jaime D. Garza, program coordinator for Concurrent Enrollment, has served
as the SECC coordinator for his office,
High School to University Services, for
the past four years and also contributes to
the campaign.
“I have an interest in nature, so I

See CHARITY page 11
LOW PRICES
- The new outlet mall is set
to open in
Mercedes
next fall. The
new 400,000sq.ft. complex,
will feature
over 100 top
brand name
stores, like
Diesel and
Gucci.
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A show of concern
By DAVID RODRIGUEZ
The Pan American
It only took one article
in The Monitor and a $10 off
coupon to get me to drive to
Kohl’s. You know Kohl’s. It’s
the new clothing store on 10th
and Trenton that advises you
to “Expect Great Things.”
I did expect great
things. According to what I
had read, the parking lot at this new mega-store was
always full and the bargains were as hot as October
in McAllen. There were also a few things at Kohl’s
I didn’t expect, one of which was their ingenious
rolling bags. Unlike other stores, the Kohl’s bags
you use to put your items in before you actually purchase them is on a four-wheel rolling thing you can
push in front of you like a grocery store shopping
cart, pull behind you like luggage, or even prop on
only two wheels to maneuver deftly around the
throngs of Mexican nationals buying two of everything within their reach and available in Large,
Medium, and Shakira.
Another thing I simply did not expect was a
mannequin in a wheelchair, yet there it was. At one of
the corners of the women’s section there sat a young
(presumably, I didn’t check the bottom of her feet for
a born-on date) female mannequin sporting black
pants and a pink blouse while sitting in a wheelchair.
Now, I have seen many different kinds of mannequins. I’ve seen avant-garde mannequins with tiny
metal balls for heads. I’ve seen mannequins with
conspicuously detailed nipples. I’ve seen them with

no arms like Venus De Milo but with more defined
abs. I’ve even seen the movie “Mannequin” starring
Kim Cattrall (tagline: Just because Jonathan has fallen in love with a piece of wood, doesn’t make him a
dummy). But this was the first time I had ever seen a
handicapped mannequin.
Apparently Kohl’s has been doing this for the
last 10 years; and they should be applauded. I guess.
I suppose the thinking goes that people in wheelchairs are just as much a part of society as everyone
else and therefore should be represented in retaildriven, lifeless, un-animation just like the rest of us.
That makes sense. But I couldn’t shake the feeling
that, for some reason, it was a bit misguided. I mean,
where does the calculated inclusiveness end? Should
we start expecting mannequins who’ve had their tonsils removed?
I went back to Kohl’s after my first visit and
spent about 10 minutes hidden behind some underwear no self-respecting beautiful woman should
ever think twice about not buying and watched people’s reactions to the handicapped plastic shill. Many
just walked by it unawares. But many were aware.
Acutely so. And their reactions were not sensitive. It
was a complete distraction. It just didn’t seem to
elicit the response the good people at Kohl’s were
probably hoping for. If anything, it did the exact
opposite. It was just such a transparent pandering
gimmick. I mean, if I saw a mannequin that was as
fat as I am, I wouldn’t feel like my place in society
was validated. I would feel like shaking the chubby
doll and yelling, “Suck it in man, there are girls
here!”
The whole thing got me thinking about how we
as a society seem to be content with simply giving a

nod to an issue. Take the AIDS ribbons for example.
There was a time when A- through D-list celebrities
couldn’t pin enough red ribbons on themselves.
Actors starring in sex and drug drenched movies
would then parade around award shows and press
junkets proudly wearing their concern on their
lapels. But did anything change? All they seemed to
accomplish was raise awareness about how sensitive
they were.
The Lance Armstrong Livestrong bracelet phenomenon is much the same thing. I see people everywhere with these yellow straps around their wrists. I
know you are going to accuse me of being a cynic,
but I’ve spent my whole life looking at half empty
Amnesty International buckets on convenience store
counters. And now I’m supposed to believe all of a
sudden everyone cares about something? No longer
are they even limited to their genesis. I’ve seen every
color of the rainbow, not to mention the rainbow
itself, on these bracelets. It’s fashion. It’s style over
substance. When concern becomes the sole commodity, the search for solutions suffers.
I’m not saying we need to turn a blind eye
towards these issues. I’m simply suggesting that perhaps it is a dangerous trend to be so content with
simple recognition of these things. I think our society is on a trajectory that leads to us out-thinking ourselves into believing we are doing something positive by making a mannequin that sits in a wheelchair.
In this mannequin I don’t see a company that truly
cares about the handicapped, I see a company
shrewdly trying to make a mascot of them. This is
not an indictment of Kohl’s. I found a really sweet
sweater there I’m just dying to premier.
Please send all hate mail to davideric@gmail.com.

suppression of many indigenous movements in
Chile, Nicaragua, Guatemala, Panama, and El
Salvador to name a few.
Last spring, the same CIA project was
brazenly tested at NYU, but the students had them
kicked off campus. So if you are looking for a job

as a clandestine puppet, then the CIA is what
you’re looking for. As for the MERKA group, they
are not working on a project, they ARE the project.

LETTER TO THE EDITOR
Dear Editor:
In just a few short semesters, UTPA has
become the breeding ground for the CIA. Last
week during HESTEC, I attended the CIA career
seminar and was told that at the request of
President Bush, the CIA will be increasing its
numbers by 50 percent. The recruiter also stressed
that our university was ideal since most students
are bilingual. In spring 2005, a group of UTPA
marketing students, called MERKA, were given a
$2,000 budget by the CIA to create and implement
a strategy for recruiting minority students and
“expel the myths” surrounding the secretive
agency. The idea is to have “students recruiting
students.”
But there is nothing mythical about the CIA’s
criminal involvement in the Middle East and Latin
America. It was after all the CIA who trained the
Mujahedeen who are today known as Al Qaeda
and the Taliban. How quickly we forget of the
CIA’s incompetence on 9/11, and let’s not forget
who armed Saddam Hussein in the ‘80s. The CIA
“miscalculated” the presence of WMDs and gave
the president all he needed to start his imperial
wars in Iraq and Afghanistan. It is also fact that the
CIA has aided over a dozen dictators in Latin
American like Augusto Pinochet and Manuel
Noriega. They have helped and even instigated the

Samantha Garcia
senior, biology major

NEWS
Local dog lovers planning
Valley’s first dog park
By CELINA A. GILPATRICK
The Pan American
Man’s best friend needs a new playground and
the citizens of McAllen hope to give them exactly
what they want.
The McAllen Citizens Dog Park Collaborative,
with the support of more than 800 McAllen residents,
is hoping to create the Valley’s first-ever dog park.
Kat Kader, lead co-organizer and active volunteer
for the dog park initiative, and other community
members and businesses, are waiting on the city
commissioners of McAllen to review and approve
the project. They received the recommendation and
approval by the McAllen Parks Advisory Committee
in February.
“Socialization [of dogs] produces a happier,
better behaved, less destructive, quieter and more
stable pet,” said Kader in a letter to McAllen
elected city officials.
“Dogs confined to fenced-in backyards or inside
houses can become lonely, overly protective and
more aggressive.”
The approximated cost to start a basic dog park

on existing land is between $35,000 and $50,000.
“A dog park is very easily maintained and can be
used every day, all year ‘round,” said Kader. “Animal
enthusiasts and other individuals, volunteers and area
businesses have expressed the willingness to help as
the project progresses.”
“Anyone can help by making material or monetary donations. McAllen residents can help by calling
or e-mailing the city mayor’s office and the city manager,” added Kader.
If the project is approved it could take more than
one year to complete depending on several factors
including community support and demand, said
Kader.
Currently the canine devotees hold a play day for
their pets, which is by invitation only; more information can be obtained by registering with the McAllen
Dog Park Web site.
“We require that any owners and their friendly
and healthy dogs who would like to be included in
our current doggy play read and be familiar with the
proposed dog park rules and the first time visit

See PARK page 12
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A day for others: students
volunteer for worthy causes
By CELINA A. GILPATRICK
The Pan American
On Oct. 22, millions of people around the
nation will help others in need as part of National
Make a Difference Day.
Founded by USA Weekend, the 13-year-old
program encourages businesses, universities,
organizations and individuals to aid the less fortunate. This year, the University of Texas-Pan
American will be doing its part by helping students and the community of Rio Bravo, Mexico,
by giving supplies and volunteering at Gonzalez
Elementary School.
Amy Martin, coordinator in the Dean of
Students Office, has brought the spirit of National
Make a Difference Day by organizing over 10
clubs plus individual faculty and staff members to
participate in this year’s event.
“On this national day of helping others, the
Student Leadership Academy (SLA), UTPA student organizations, UTPA faculty and staff and
Rio Grande Valley community members will assist

See DIFFERENCE page 12

a large public school in the Mexican community,”
she said.

Joel de la Rosa/The Pan American

HELPING OUT - An Edinburg resident recycles cardboard containers at the Edinburg
Recycling Center located on Closner Blvd.

Narcocorridos: controversial twist on Mexican tradition
By JOSUE ESPARZA
The Pan American

Josue Esparza/The Pan American

ORIGINS - UTPA criminal justice Professor
Rosalva Resendiz studies the origin and cultural significance of narcocorridos.

Throughout Mexico and South Texas, listening
to narcocorridos has become a tradition. More and
more people are becoming fans of this genre of
music, which features songs about drug trafficking
and drug lords in charge of those activities.
Recently in some parts of Mexico, local government approved the inclusion of narcocorridos in
textbooks in order for first- and second-graders to
learn and study them as part of Mexican culture.
However, because of the controversial nature of the
music, many people disagree with the decision to
include it as part of the educational experience.
Los Tigres Del Norte is a Mexican band that has
become very popular for singing and performing

narcocorridos with songs like “La Camioneta
Gris,” (“The Truck Screams”) “El Dos de Oro,”
(“The Two of Gold”) “Jefe de Jefes” (“Boss of
Bosses”) and more recently, “La Reyna del Sur”
(“The Queen of the South”). These songs explain
the lives of recognized drug traffickers in Mexican
history and how they met their tragic end.
Erasmo Hernandez, lead singer for the
Monterrey band, Vaquero, explained that he
believes it is important for people of all ages to
learn about narcocorridos because the songs often
bring to light the corruption that the government
tries to hide.
“I don’t understand why many people don’t like
for their children to hear narcocorridos.

Narcocorridos not only talk about drug trafficking
but these songs also expose many times the
wrongdoing of the Mexican government,” said
Hernandez in Spanish. “The song ‘Pacas de a
Kilo’ (‘Stacks of a Kilo’) by Los Tigres del Norte
talks in a double sense of how the corrupt government officials in Mexico cover up the illicit work
of drug traffickers.”
Once, narcocorridos and corridos in general
were almost exclusively listened to by people in
society’s lower classes, but as the years passed narcocorridos have become popular across the economic board.
“Before, we had only poor people following our

See NARCOCORRIDOS page 12

Princeton review expands, brings new services to Valley
By LUKE KOONG
The Pan American
In a little over three months, students at the
University of Texas-Pan American, along with area
high school students, will no longer have to make
the three-hour drive to San Antonio to get ready for
the SAT, ACT, MCAT and other standardized tests.
New York City-based Princeton Review has
selected Edinburg as a place to open one of their
newest Texas locations. There are over 52 locations
across the United States, seven in Texas.

According to Roel Piseno, executive director of
educational partnership in the southwest region,
UTPA and Edinburg were selected due to their central location and the continuing goal to improve
UTPA’s student base.
“We’ve tried to be very strategic about where
we partner with organizations and we’ve had a lot
of strategic work with UTPA,” explained Piseno.
“This recent move by Dr. Cardenas and the Board
to secure the entrance standards has made us more
sensitive to the need to provide these kinds of serv-

ices to students in the area, but to also provide services and awareness to students from other parts of
the country and world who would be interested in
attending UTPA.”
According to Piseno, the Princeton Review has
been a member of the Valley community for some
time now. In the last few years, Princeton Review
has been a large sponsor of HESTEC. In local education, they’ve been providing new opportunities
for students and their families by aiding in the
development of school-based programs such as

GEAR UP.
“HESTEC has been the primary vehicle that we
have participated in partnership with UTPA,” he
said. “We have become more and more involved
with presentations, Community Day and providing
information to parents and students throughout the
conference. Also, we’ve been providing professional development opportunities for local educators.”
While the new retail center office will be in
partnership with UTPA, one of Princeton Review’s

See PRINCETON page 12
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The holiest month

Local Muslims observe Ramadan with prayer
By ANA LEY
The Pan American
While the fall month of October is
the tenth month by Western standards, it
is the ninth month of the Islamic calendar, a time for holiest of Islamic observances.
Ramadan is a contemplative, introspective time for Muslims across the
globe. It is during this month that practicing Muslims all over the world must
refrain from eating, drinking, smoking,
having intercourse, and partaking in
anything physically pleasure-inducing
from sunrise to sunset. It is a time in
which followers of the Quran must suppress their bodily needs to tend to their
spiritual needs.
Mohammed Farooqui, chair of the
University of Texas-Pan American biology department, believes not only those
who practice the religion learn from the
ancient holiday that is Ramadan.
“It is a time when people of other
faiths can learn more about Islam and
the American Muslim community,”
explained Farooqui.
In the Rio Grande Valley, Ramadan
prayer sessions are held in the cities of
McAllen, Edinburg, Weslaco, and
Brownsville. There are roughly 200
Muslim families from Brownsville to
Rio Grande City.
The religion’s popularity is growing,
and according to demographers, one in
four people on earth will be a Muslim by
2025. Currently, there are an estimated 3
million to 5 million Muslims in the
United States alone.
Farooqui said there are approximately two dozen Muslim faculty and staff
members in the university, and more
than two dozen Muslim students.
In an effort to organize and properly
represent their growing numbers,
Islamic students from all departments
and disciplines across the UTPA campus
have created the Muslim Students
Association.
While he believes it is imperative
that the nation be well-informed of the
Muslim community and its constituents’
beliefs, he says that acceptance has
never been a problem in the Valley or at
UTPA.
“Here at UTPA, the last five years
have been very good for us. We’ve had
speakers with the International Studies
program, and have had a different speaker present every year,” said Farooqui. “A
lot of people support it and show up for
the presentations.”
UTPA student Sayeed Wadud, currently working on his second master’s
degree in biology, is also a devout
Muslim and attends Ramadan prayer
sessions at the temporary mosque on
Ware Road in McAllen.
Wadud feels that the Valley understands better than anyone the importance
of religion, which helps in many ways.
“People are very religious here. They
relate better to practicing Muslims,” said

Wadud.
”I don’t ever feel discriminated
against here. I never hear any offensive
remarks directed at us.”
The master’s student says that many
people in the Valley have expressed
curiosity about the religion, which gives
Muslims a chance to explain who they
are, what they do, and why they do it.
“Understanding is important. It is
important people get the meaning of
Islam right, just as it is important to get
the meaning of the Quran right,” Wadud
said.
As a minority within a minority,
Valley Muslims feel protected by the
mainly Hispanic community, despite
having different backgrounds and different religions explained Wadud.
“We all live in harmony with one
another,” he said.
While the Islamic Society of South
Texas Center of McAllen - in which
Muslims of the area are free to participate in - is currently a 3-bedroom house,

according to chemistry department Chair
Hassan Ahmad, they are currently working on demolishing it to create a domeshaped mosque behind it.
During the gatherings at the center,
the imam, or al-Hafiz, who is the male
prayer leader in a mosque, addresses the
congregation with sections of the Quran,
which he has previously memorized in
their entirety.
The al-Hafiz for this particular group
is Imam Shaik Abdul Khader Multani,
who takes great pride in reciting from
the Quran every day for the entire month
of Ramadan.
According to Multani, the exact first
and last days of Ramadan are very
ambiguous until they actually begin, due
to the nature of the Islamic calendar.
They cannot be sure until Muslim
astrologers sight a crescent moon, which
signifies the beginning of Ramadan.
Two hours of every night of the
month are spent at a mosque, conducting
special prayer sessions called taraweeh

in which the Quran is recited, usually in
its entirety over the course of the month.
Because of this, many American

Q “People in other
parts of the world
don’t have the luxury
of eating every day,
and when you experience that yourself, you
feel a sense of connection with them.”
-Sayeed Wadud
Muslims prefer working day shifts so
that they may break the fast with their
families and attend the prayers.
Fridays are considered holy days,
and during this time, prayer should be

Joel de la Rosa/The Pan American

HOLY MONTH - Local Muslims gather in observance of Ramadan at the temporary mosque located on Ware Road
in McAllen. Ramadan is a contemplative, introspective time for Muslims around the world.

more frequent than on other days. On
this day, Farooqui, Ahmad, and Dr. Ala
Qubbaj, professor of the mechanical
engineering department, make efforts to
meet in the Science Building and have
discussions about Ramadan.
The first day after Ramadan ends is
Eid ul-Fitr, known as the Festival of
Fast-Breaking.
On this day, a series of special morning prayers are conducted, and it is forbidden to fast because, according to
Farooqui, “it is a time for relaxation and
joy.”
According to the imam, it is predicted that Ramadan will end around Nov. 2
this year.
Farooqui’s
daughter,
Seema
Farooqui, began to partake in the monthlong Islamic rite about 10 years ago.
Farooqui, a May 2005 graduate of
UTPA’s physician’s assistant program,
began to practice fasting at a young age,
and once she reached puberty, she was
ready to do it for all of Ramadan.
“It was exciting when I was a kid. I
mean, you’d see your parents do it every
year, and you’d get eager because you
could one day do it too,” she said.
Seema Farooqui explained that the
family did not have a mosque to go to
when she was young, so they would perform ceremonies at other Muslim houses. Now that they are working on having
an actual mosque as an official location,
she sees it as a step forward for the
RGV’s Islamic community.
To Wadud, Ramadan is not only
important for people to build a sense of
kinship with those in their immediate
surroundings, but with everyone in the
world.
“People in other parts of the world
don’t have the luxury of eating every
day, and when you experience that yourself, you feel a sense of connection with
them,” said Wadud.
As the month of Ramadan approaches, Valley Muslims wish to differentiate
between the true teachings of their faith
and the horrible acts of terrorism committed by some who claim to uphold that
same faith.
“The Muslims in the Valley also wish
to state clearly that those who commit
acts of terror, murder and cruelty in the
name of Islam are not only destroying
innocent lives, but are also betraying the
values of the faith they claim to represent,” said Farooqui on behalf of the
Muslim community in the Valley. “No
injustice done to Muslims can ever justify the massacre of innocent people, and
no act of terror will ever serve the cause
of Islam.
“We repudiate and dissociate ourselves from any Muslim group or individual who commits such brutal and unIslamic acts,” added Farooqui. “We
refuse to allow our faith to be held
hostage by the criminal actions of the
tiny minority acting outside the teachings of both the Quran and the Prophet
Muhammad, peace be upon him.”

October 13, 2005
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Musica provoca controversia
Por NAYELLY BARRIOS
The Pan American
El escuchar narcocorridos se ha convertido
en una tradición en todo México y en el Sur de
Texas. Más y más personas se están convirtiendo
en aficionados de este género de música, en el cual
las melodías son cuentos de tráfico de drogas y
traficantes a cargo de esas actividades.
Recientemente en algunas partes de México
el gobierno aprobó la inclusión de narcocorridos
en los libros de texto para que los niños de primero
y segundo año los aprendan y estudien como parte
de la cultura mexicana. Sin embargo, debido a la
naturaleza controversial de los temas de las canciones, mucha gente no esta de acuerdo en que este
tipo de música sea incluida en los libros de texto.
Los Tigres del Norte es una de las bandas
mexicanas que se han vuelto muy populares por
cantar narcocorridos con canciones tales como “La
Camioneta Gris”, “El Dos de Oro”, “Jefe de Jefes”
y mas recientemente “La Reina del Sur”. Estas
melodías explican la vida de reconocidos traficantes de drogas en la historia mexicana y cómo
sus vidas han terminado trágicamente.
Erasmo Hernández, cantante principal de la
banda mexicana Vaquero de Monterrey explicó
que cree que es importante que las personas de
todas las edades conozcan sobre los narcocoridos,
debido a que con frecuencia las melodías dan a
conocer la corrupción que el gobierno trata de
esconder.

“No entiendo por qué muchas personas no
quieren que sus hijos escuchen los narcocorridos.
Éstos no hablan solamente sobre el tráfico de drogas, también muchas veces muestran las malas
acciones del gobierno mexicano” dijo Hernández.
“La canción “Pacas de a kilo” de Los Tigres del
Norte habla en doble sentido de cómo los oficiales
corruptos en México encubren a los narcotraficantes.
Hace años, los narcocorridos y corridos en
general eran escuchados casi exclusivamente por
personas de la clase social baja, pero al pasar de los
años los narcocorridos se han popularizado en la
gente de todas las clases sociales.
“Antes, solo la gente humilde seguía nuestras
canciones, pero hoy día todo el mundo, incluyendo los ricos también disfrutan los corridos”
expresó Hernández.
Históricamente, los narcocorridos habían
tenido una mala reputación en la mente de muchas
personas debido al contenido subjetivo de la letra,
los “corridistas” convirtieron a “los malos” como a
los traficantes en héroes y a los buenos en villanos.
Debido a ello a muchos no les gustan los narcocorridos y dicen que esta música solo favorece a
los narcotraficantes.
“Los narcocorridos solo están haciendo a los
narcotraficantes héroes, y ese no es un buen mensaje para nadie” dijo Sergio Espinoza, de
Monterrey. “No creo que nadie desee que sus hijos
escuchen que el narcotráfico esta bien”.
Sin embargo otros dicen que si ponemos

atención a los corridos, los narcotraficantes siempre mueren o son aprehendidos por la policía.
“Las personas necesitan dejar de poner atención a los narcocorridos. Los narcocorridos usualmente tienen una historia trágica. Es raro cuando
tienen un buen final”. Rosalva Resendiz, profesora de Criminología de la Universidad de Texas
Pan-Americana comenta “Si ponen atención a la
letra de los narcocorridos, ésta envía siempre un
mensaje negativo contra los narcotraficantes”.
Para Resendiz, los narcocorridos también
explican cómo los mexico-americanos en el sur de
los Estados Unidos usan los corridos para contar
cómo los rangers de Texas en el pasado oprimieron a los mexicanos.
“Aquí los corridos tienen una larga historia
de resistencia y la persona que los estudió fue
Américo Paredes. Paredes explica cómo los corridos han cambiado a través del tiempo”. Agrega
Resendiz. “En una época en que muchos mexicanos que vivían en el sur de los Estados Unidos
no tenían otra forma de comunicar las injusticias
cometidas contra ellos, usaron los corridos.
Usualmente los corridos hablan sobre las injusticias de los rangers contra los mexicanos”
Los narcocorridos también ayudaron a
aminorar la represión en contra de los mexicanos
por parte del gobierno de los Estados Unidos.
Sin embargo, los narcocorridos continúan
escuchándose en los Estados Unidos y otras partes
del mundo, y muchas personas están aprendiendo
esta tradición mexicana.

Joel de la Rosa/The Pan American

ORATOR - Local activist Karol Montes, of
Citizens for a Better and Safer McAllen,
spoke to a University of Texas-Pan
American journalism class Tuesday morning, stressing the need to hold local elected
officials accountable for the use of taxpayer money. Montes and her group employ
the Freedom of Information Act frequently
to solicit documents and records in an
attempt to uncover corruption and wrongdoing.
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Students explore the world of art by traveling

By JASON CHAPA
The Pan American
From October to November, students
who studied abroad this passed summer
will be presenting artwork influenced by
their travels at the library of the
University of Texas-Pan American in “A
World to Explore: Italy and India.”
The exhibit will feature journals, photographs, drawings and paintings done
during and after the trip, and will run from
Oct. 17 to Nov. 20 at the UTPA Library
Annex Gallery. A reception will be held
Nov. 15 from 5:30 to 7:30 p.m.
Patricia Ballinger taught an art history
during the trip to Italy but her duties were
not limited to teaching.
“I think it helped us because she
would be with us, accompany us, and
explain [everything],” said Maria
Ortiz, a senior studio arts major who
went on the trip. “She would take us
into a church or a basilica and she
would explain to us all the information
we needed to know. We had our time
to go out on our own afterward, to go
out and shop or do most of our work. I
think for me it was very nice for us to
be with her all the time.”
Students were eager to soak up
what Italy had to offer, especially con-

sidering the tight schedule they kept.
“This particular trip was very structured,” Ballinger said. “One of the biggest
obstacles we had to overcome was the
fact that our hotels ended up being far
from where the city was. We had to transport everybody, there were 27 of us, from
the hotel into the city before we could
start the tour.
“After we learned to get on and off the
bus quickly, I think it was our second or
third day that we realized we had gotten
on the wrong bus,” she recounted. “We
were so lucky because the bus driver realized we had gotten on the wrong bus and
we had to make sure we got everyone
off.”
“Those buses, they close the doors

and off they go, whether you were in or
not they could care less.”
Jim Farber, a senior studio arts major
who went with Ballinger, thought that
closer accommodations would have benefited the trip, but he was fine with it as it
was.
“If we’d been closer to the sites of the
art we could have probably had more time
to spend there instead of spending it on
the bus,” Farber said. “All of it gave us a
chance to observe Italy and the people,
their habits and what they do in modernday Italy. It wasn’t a complete waste.”
Experiences like these were not surprising to Ballinger, though, as she has
visited many of the sites she showed those
who would listen, student or not.
“I had traveled to Europe before
and Italy in particular,” she said. “This
trip gave me the opportunity to share
my knowledge with a group of students...and hopefully it was a memorable experience.”
Farber had positive things to say in
that regard.
“Nothing to compared to this,” he
said. “I’ve traveled abroad before but
never in a situation where I had expert
professors accompany me and
Melissa Martinez/The Pan American explaining what I was looking at. That

was really really great.”
Ortiz, who also has traveled to Europe
previously, felt the trip was a unique experience because of those involved.
“I think this was because of the students and because the professors who
made us feel good, like we were a family,” Ortiz said. “We took care of each
other.”
Ballinger spoke fondly of how her
students were amazed at actually seeing
historic works of art. She was also affected by their reaction and the art itself.
“Even I was moved by what we saw,”
she said. “And I've been here before, I've
seen these things but it's been so long; but
to be able to have the opportunity to take
a group of students and give them the
kind of experience that I had is just amazing.
“Even some of the students that
weren't taking my class were asking me
questions like ‘what about this and what
about that.’ Many of them saw an opportunity of a life time to see different places,
different cultures, different artwork; to
learn about the history.”
Tthe group learned to look out for
each other, and also how to handle themselves in this foreign culture, and to be on
the lookout for gypsies, who preyed on

Italian street scene
Courtesy of Matthew Whittington

the older, easier marks in the group.
“Unfortunately [when traveling
abroad], you have the Ugly American [the
negative stereotype that Europeans have
of American tourists],” Ballinger said.
“They're few and far between but they're
what people remember. But I don't think
we had any of them.”
“In any place you go, there are some
that welcome you and some that wish you
weren't there at all,” Ballinger said. “You
get a little bit of everything. One of the
things you learn is how to approach people. It is a tremendous learning experience
that is never forgotten,” Ballinger said.

RGV gets more than it bargained for in tasting wine
The generous selection of wine is organized by
“styles” from mellow to fruity and everything in
between, giving even the most intimidated of beginAt first, the idea of a wine tasting might summon a ners an easy start. Each brand is displayed with labels
mental image of New York City’s most grandiose indicating its region, and a list of complimentary dishupper class socialites, gathes follows. There are
ered around silver trays of
even dozens of nifty gifts
cheese balanced elegantly on
for wine lovers like
the palms of bored caterers.
books, pasta sauces,
While at one point in
party accessories and
time that image may have
chocolate covered, Pinot
been accurate, it is certainly
Noir-saturated cherries.
-Virginia Madsen as “Maya”
not the case anymore. Wine
Particularly pleasing was
from the film, Sideways
tasting has begun to interest
the price.
an increasingly wide variety of food enthusiasts from
“Almost every wine in the store is under $30,” said
all over the country, and now the Rio Grande Valley Anabel Arismendez, an employee at WineStyles.
has the opportunity to partake in this intriguing and “There’s a special section for people who are interestfresh hobby.
ed in spending more than that, though,” she continues,
“A bottle of wine is actually alive. It’s constantly pointing to an area where bottles cost as little as $12 to
evolving and gaining complexity.” This quote from the an exquisite $99.
2004 Academy Award winning film Sideways demonGirault has also succeeded in propagating interest
strates the passion with which some wine enthusiasts in wine in the Valley by offering Thursday night winecan describe their interest.
tasting classes at both WineStyles locations.
David Girault is the area developer for WineStyles
“We want to make wine fun and accessible,” he
in southern and central Texas. He currently owns loca- said, just before picking up a bottle of Spanish wine
tions in Mission and McAllen, the latter of which they will be exhibiting that evening.
boasts a beautiful, inviting interior.
“Our wine consultants are well versed in the

By MELISSA MORGAN
The Pan American

Q “A bottle of wine is actually alive. It’s constantly
evolving and gaining complexity.”

grapes, regions and wineries represented in each
week’s theme and basically provide a general description of the wine, background on the winery or winemaker and some comments about the style of wine
being sampled.”
Customer Andrea Murillo praised the convenience
of WineStyles.
“My parents just recently began experimenting
with different wines for entertaining, and it’s great to
be able come in here and always find something new,
yet affordable, that I can bring to them to try out,.”
Murillo said.
“While she has not attended any of the tasting
classes, she is looking forward to doing so.
“I think it would help us determine what our special taste is,” she commented.
Javier Chairez, local wine distributor, suggests
wine clubs. According to Chairez, you can create your
own wine club by setting dates with friends to meet
sporadically in your home, with the requirement that
each person brings over a different bottle of wine that
will be shared among the group.
“If you want suggestions, or if you want something
new and different, the best place to go would be a
liquor store, because you get independent service versus at the supermarket,” said Chairez. If you’re better
versed in the art, a grocery store might be your best bet.

You can find excellent quality wine while you’re doing
your routine weeknight shopping.
Aside from adding flavor to your everyday, a
hobby in wine can also be beneficial to health. Studies
have shown that moderate wine consumption can
reduce cholesterol and the risk of heart disease.
“Wine can be a hobby that takes you around the
world without ever leaving your home and can keep
you healthy to boot,” said Girault.

Q The wine tasting sessions take
place in both WineStyles locations
on Thursday nights between 6:30
and 8 p.m., in McAllen on the corner of North 10th and Martin, or
Mission on the corner of
Expressway 83 and Shary Road.
Q For more information you are
invited to visit the Web sites,
http://winestyles.net/mcallen-north/
and
http://winestyles.net/sharyland/.
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CAN THE AMERICAN
MOVIE THEATER

SURVIVE?

A

ll signs point to a drop at the box office,
the likes of which the country has only seen once,
during the ‘50s after the television was introduced.
Story By Meredith LaGrone
Graphics By Erika Lopez

his poses a question: what is the catalyst that
caused a six-month sales slump? Is it the fact that technology allows us to view movie in a comfortable home
setting, for less? Is it the impossibly long lines? Is it the
ten-dollar popcorn? Maybe it’s the lady in front of you
with 16 kids, most of them crying, yelling or running
around in the aisles. Perhaps it’s that gentleman with
the cell phone behind you, talking incessantly, oblivious
to the rest of the audience. Or, quite possibly, it just
costs way too much to fill up your gas tank, and extras
like movies are just no longer possible.
To try to shed some light on the situation, I paid a
visit to a local movie theater last weekend. I hadn’t been
to one in years. The first thing I noticed was the parking
lot, devoid of cars. Entering the lobby, I realized it would
not take as long as it had in the past; there were fewer
than five people waiting in line for concessions.
Since the place was empty, I took the time to ask the
cashier if I could speak with a manager about the situation. Despite the fact that the place was dead, a manager would not even answer the phone for the young man
who worked there.
“It’s been really slow here,” said the employee, who
asked to remain anonymous. “Last night was a Friday
night, and we didn’t have anyone here.”
Why is this happening? There is no single answer.
I entered the dark theatre and sat down.
Immediately, a cell phone rang. The person answered it
and had a conversation while two commercials played
on screen. The previews commenced following the commercials: seven of them, all around two minutes each.
Fifteen minutes later, the movie began.
A small child ran in and out of the seating area. An
older couple in the row behind me began talking about
the plot, the wife repeating everything the husband
couldn’t hear. Maybe his hearing aid wasn’t turned up
enough. A lady who sat in front of me, who apparently
found the movie funny, began repeating every line. The
child ran back in front of me. Three other cell phones
rang, and the three owners all had conversations. All
three also felt it was okay to try to speak above the
movie, kindly, so their conversation partners could hear.
Whatever the reason people no longer go to movies,
projected ticket sales for all of 2005 indicate a disastrous drop of at least eight percent, according to Michael
Medved in a recent article from USA Today.
University of Texas-Pan American assistant English
professor Ed Cameron teaches an introduction to film
class. He believes there are three main reasons for the
decline in ticket sales.
“I think the first and most apparent reason the ticket sales have dropped is because of the materialistic reasons,” he said. “DVD sales, home entertainment centers, and the way people act in the theatre are all physical reasons people tend to stay away from the theatres.
Then you have the fact that there is a lack of moral message in the films. Also, in the last election, the industry
aligned itself with the Kerry ticket. It came out heavily
against Bush, and I think there’s a backlash against the
anti-Bush sentiment.”
In another article from USA Today, Scott Bowles
points out that while traditional movies are losing sales,
documentaries are booming.
“‘March of the Penguins’ moved into third place
among highest grossing documentaries,” he wrote. “It is
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the biggest non-Michael Moore documentary.”
The movie industry is trying new ideas to
combat the slump. Los Angeles’ ArcLight
Theater features 15 screens, assigned
seating, a live announcer to warn audiences against cell phone use, and an
absence of in-theatre ads.
History is, indeed, repeating
itself with gimmicks. When the
box office slumped in the ‘50s,
new innovations such as 3D
films were used to lure in viewers. Robert Rodriguez has used
this same feature in two of his
most recent films, “Spy Kids
3D” and “The Adventures of
Shark Boy and Lava Girl.”
But technology seems to be
working against the movie industry
instead of in its favor.
With the advent of in-home surround sound and flat screens combined
with big screens, the average American can
have the viewing experience of a theater in his
own home. Also, with downloading of programs off
the Internet, there is no need to leave the house to get a
DVD. Consumers can download the movie, view it and
listen to it in surround sound all from the same seat and,
in some instances, for free.
The rudeness of other patrons is another reason to
stay out of the movie theatre.

Gina Garcia, a senior psychology major, says this is
her primary reason for renting or purchasing films she
wants to see.
“I’m not going to pay eight bucks just so people can
distract me from what I’m trying to watch,” she said.
“Movies are about the experience. If the other people in
the theatre can’t shut up long enough to let me hear the
plot, there’s not much of a point in going. If it were
cheaper, like a dollar, then I might go. At least then I’d
be getting my money’s worth.”
Jason Espino, junior TV/film major, said his reason
for staying out of the theatres is entirely different.
“Being able to pirate the movies helps because you
save $20,” he said. “It’s not just that, though. A lot of it
has to do with age. In high school it’s the only thing you
can do, the theater is kind of the cool place to hang out.
Now that I’m older, it’s just not as cool.
Espino also finds fault in the manners of fellow
moviegoers.
“I think the quality of the films is fantastic,” he said,

“But you can’t pay attention to
them with all the people talking on
cell phones. The average movie is an
hour and a half; you can go that long
without talking to someone.”
A recent LA Times article written by
Claudia Eller and John Horn noted that
movie producers are said to be taking some of the
blame for the drop in ticket sales.
“It's really easy for all of us to blame the condition
of the theaters, gas prices, alternative media, the population changes and everything else I've heard myself
say," said Sony Pictures Vice Chairman Amy Pascal,
whose summer releases "Bewitched" and "Stealth"
flopped, in the article. "I think it has to do with the
movies themselves."In the same article, well-known producer Brian Glazer, whose summer release “Cinderella
Man” died at the box office, indicates this might not be
as big of a deal as some are trying to make it.
“There’s always a year when the pundits say the
movie business is over,” Glazer said. “If there’s a movie
people want to see, they go see it. I think we just all
have to do our best to make better movies.”
Carmike and Cinemark theatres were contacted for
a response, but local Rio Grande Valley managers said
they weren’t allowed to speak to the press. When the
corporate offices were contacted, calls were not
returned. However, one employee of the corporate
office for Cinemark said, “We’re not allowed under any
circumstances to give out information about ticket
sales.”
While Judy Russell, director of investor and public
relations for Carmike Cinemas, Inc., would not make a
statement, she actually directed me to the LA Times
article mentioned above.
For some reason, the theater industry is unwilling
to talk about this, even to make a positive statement.
This leaves one to wonder why they’re keeping quiet
about the issue. Perhaps they’re more nervous about
the situation than they’re letting on.
One thing is certain: when it comes to the box
office slump, no one’s saying a word.
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New movie should be cult hit
By BRIAN CARR
The Pan American
Destined for cult-classic status, the raunchy
ensemble-comedy “Waiting…” debuted this weekend with moderate success.
Pulling in $6 million while playing on 1,300
screens nationwide, the seventh highest grossing
film of the weekend will now rely on word-ofmouth to keep momentum.
Unfortunately for the R-rated comedy, which
follows the staff of a chain restaurant through a typical dinner shift, reviews have been less than favorable with the exception of media with younger audiences.
Drawing comparisons to “Clerks” and
“Officespace,” “Waiting…” will most likely be a
cultural mascot for 20-something shift-a-bouts in
the food-service industry. And producers of the lowbrow feature are relying on a long and steady run.
Promotion for the movie, subsequently, was
driven toward “American Pie”-mentality fans, highlighting the most foul scenes of the film in hopes of
shock value.
And while much of the film’s rapid-motion
content hinges upon disgusting-kitchen antics,
‘penis games,’ and gross-out customer retaliation,
the anchored focus of the film deals with accurately
stereotyping food-service employees and customers
alike. This allows writer/director Rob McKittrick
the ability to accurately define the malaise of limbo,
and stagnation, in the stumbled-into industry.
The epitome of this malaise is Dean (Justin
Long), who has just discovered one of his high
school classmates has graduated from college.

Dean, who has been working at Shenanigans for
over a year, is discouraged by this information as he
feels he is stuck in a one-way track to a community-college degree and associate manager status in
the restaurant he hates. Conversely, Monty (Ryan
Reynolds), Dean’s roommate and co-worker,
embraces his dead-end status as it affords him the
ability to hit on underage hostesses and play ‘the
game’ with the kitchen staff. But caught up in the
latent homosexuality and disgusting disregard for
personal space is a well-fortified friendship between
the two. And while Dean is intent upon badmouthing the entire situation, Monty is sympathetic
to the fact that his friend does need to move on.
In a level of brilliance perhaps unparalleled
in the rest of the film, McKittrick brings a trainee
into Shenanigans at the beginning of the day.
Mitch (John Francis Daley,) the ‘fresh meat’ is
then properly introduced to the raucous staff
members, allowing us to tag along on the excursion.
It is in these wayward introductions where
we meet a philosophical dish washer, a Latinlover lead cook, two wannabe-gangster bus boys
and a foulmouthed long-term waitress with a
severe temper-control problem. And yes, somewhere along the way, a steak gets rubbed on the
extremities of comic Dane Cook.
Unfortunately the grinding gem of goodness
which flows through this film might be lost on all
those who have not worked in some kind of restaurant setting. But hopefully for McKittrick and company the fart jokes will be enough to keep the audience’s attention.

Courtesy of 20th Century Fox

A tale of two sisters and shoes
By MEREDITH LAGRONE
The Pan American
Chick-lit has turned chick flick in one of
last weekend’s new releases, “In Her Shoes.”
The movie is based on the novel written by
Jennifer Weiner. While the storyline of the film
varies from that of the novel, the basic plot is
still the same. Rose and Maggie Feller, sisters
and polar opposites, have struggled their whole
lives with each other. Maggie is the irresponsible, but beautiful, younger sister; Rose is the
on-track, overweight lawyer. Maggie sleeps
with Rose’s boyfriend and takes off for Florida
to meet the grandmother she hasn’t seen in
twenty years, since her mother’s death. Rose
quits her job as a lawyer and starts walking
dogs. While walking the dogs, she actually
manages to shed those extra pounds and get
herself a fiancée, another lawyer from her old
firm. At the end of the film, Rose and Maggie
resolve their differences just in time for Rose’s
wedding, and all ends well.
Apparently, some Americans still read, as
In Her Shoes was actually a bestseller.
The book was set in 1999, while the movie
is set now, in 2005. While having to cut out one
of the most interesting parts of the book,
Maggie’s time at Princeton, the scriptwriter
actually manages to do the story justice by having Maggie’s learning experiences happen during her time in Florida with her grandmother.
Toni Collette and Cameron Diaz, playing
the parts of Rose and Maggie Feller, respectively, are amazingly believable as sisters, even
though the two look nothing alike. They nail
the characters’ personalities, and you find yourself really believing they ARE Rose and
Maggie.
The rest of the cast is not as wonderful.
Shirley MacLaine plays Ella, the estranged
grandmother. She is wonderful simply because
she’s Shirley MacLaine, but she’s no Ella. The
other actors are just as inappropriately matched
to their characters. Simon Stein is supposed to
be geeky and pudgy, but what we get in his
place is a cute Mark Feuerstein.
If you haven’t read the book, as with any
movie based on a book, I’m sure the movie is
quite wonderful, assuming you’re into chick
flicks. I found myself enjoying it, even though
I was pointing out the discrepancies from the
book in my head. As a result of it being tailored

for Hollywood, we miss out on most of the
humanity of the story. The characters are simply too flat.
Rose is not fat enough at the beginning;
the audience can’t see her metamorphosis completely because there is not a big enough
change in her weight.
Maggie doesn’t even get most of her storyline in the movie. After reading the book, I was
proud of Maggie. After seeing the movie, I
thought she had a long way to go before she
became a grown-up.
The story is supposed to be a coming of
age tale about two grown-ups growing up.
What we get in lieu of that is a cheesy
Hollywood film, centered around Cameron
Diaz in skimpy outfits.
On top of all this, some of the most important parts of the storyline are not fully developed, such as the girls’ childhood. We get
glimpses into their struggles with their mother
but never the full picture.
While Diaz does well what she does best,
parade around in skimpy clothing, her acting
ability in this movie is quite dazzling. She
seems extremely suited to her character. With
every nuance, she plays Maggie to a tee.
Collette is just as wonderful, slipping on the
role of the uptight, prissy Rose just as easily as
if she were slipping on a pair of Jimmy Choos.
If you love shoes, Rose’s closet will dazzle you. This is the one part of the book the set
designers got right. Opening Rose’s closet is
like opening a box of candy, the shoes are marvelously delicious, and we are treated to a view
of them not only once, but twice.
While not sticking to the original story,
“In Her Shoes” manages to inspire and impress.
It is a movie worth seeing. Diaz and Collette
alone are worth the trip to the theatre, if nothing else. They are heartwarming as sisters and
truly make the movie one of this season’s best.
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immediate threat to health and safety.
The allocation for these types of grants during the 2004-2005 fiscal year was $46,706,000 for
the entire state of Texas and the Rio Grande Valley
received a good portion.
“The Rio Grande Valley received a bit over
one-seventh of the total available grant money for
the state this year,” said Martinez.
There were 23 local grant recipients including Cameron County, Hidalgo County and Port
Isabel. Each is now in the process of choosing specific projects to complete using the money.
According to Rudy De la Vina, human services
director for Hidalgo County, the county has several options.
“There is a lot to do in this county. Many
colonia projects are being considered for funding
as well as improving sewage systems around the
county,” said De la Vina.
Money received is to be used to address public facilities and housing needs such as sewer and

water system improvements, street and drainage
improvements, service projects, and housing rehabilitation activities.
Funds under the Community Development
Fund are allocated to the 24-state planning regions
through a formula developed by the Texas
Community Development Program (TCDP). In
each region, 12 local elected officials, appointed
by the Governor, comprise the Regional Review
Committees, which share the application scoring
process with TCDP staff.
The scoring of applications is shared between
ORCA and Regional Review Committees (RRC)
appointed by the Governor. Separate RRC meetings are held in each region to score applications.
RRC scores account for 50 percent of the total
score and ORCA staffs provide the other 50 percent.
For more information on ORCA and its services and grants contact Martinez at
cmartinez@orca.state.tx.us.

CHARITY continued from page 1
contribute to wildlife and a local community service
organization, the Boys and Girls Club,” Garza said.
“It’s a way to take part in the community, to help others and to benefit out society and environment.”
With many fundraising campaigns taking place
for the natural disaster relief efforts, Garza believes
the SECC campaign will still be successful.
“Many may have already made large contributions but the nice thing about this program is that the
organizations that are providing relief, American Red
Cross and the Salvation Army, are also part of the
SECC charities that our employees can choose from,”
Garza said. “There maybe points in our future where
we may need help from some of these services and
SECC can come back and help us out.”
Donations made through this campaign help
UTPA migrant students directly. Money donated pays
migrant students’ schooling costs through the Texas
Advocates for Migrant Student (TAMS) program,
based in Mission.
TAMS has provided 1,200 scholarships to
migrants students over the past 16 years. The nonprofit organization also provides assistance to migrant
families and students for emergencies such as illnesses, transportation problems, and funerals.
“Our number-one priority is to raise funds to be
able to give scholarships to students who are migrant
farm workers so they can go to college,” said Victor
Benavidez, executive director of TAMS. “We give
100 percent of the money that is donated to our scholarship.”
TAMS also help migrant students transition
from high school to college.
“Our migrant students qualify for very few
scholarships and grants. Some are recent immigrants
and don’t have citizenship, or are thinking about
dropping out because of money problems with books
and tuition,” Benavidez said. “With the donation
[from the SECC] we can help them with financial
assistance so they can continue their education.”
Another participant of the SECC program is the
Women Together Foundation of McAllen, a non-profit organization that provides emergency shelter to
women and children who are in danger of domestic
abuse.
With the donations the foundation provides pro-
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grams that meet the immediate physical and emotional needs of clients, as well as programs that increase
public awareness of domestic violence and sexual
assault. In addition, they address issues relating to
prevention and counseling, said community educator
Jessica Martinez.
“Some of the monetary donations are used to
provide services to our clients such as the shelter,”
Martinez said. “Women who are in danger and need a
safe place can stay at our shelter temporarily and
while they are they get food and clothing. We need
money to help run it.”
According to Martinez, many Valley residents
benefit from services provided by the Women
Together Foundation, including people who are not
directly affected by domestic violence or sexual
assault but know someone who is.
“I’m pretty sure many people know someone,
friend of family member who has been affected by
some type of abuse,” she said. “So we are here for
them. By contributing they are helping women and
children who are in danger from an abuser and have a
place of safety to get counseling and make a better life
for themselves and their kid.”

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

CONTRIBUTIONS
2004 PAST SECC RESULTS
* 252 contributors of 1,532 regular employees (staff & faculty)
* Total contribution of $28,566.00
2003 PAST SECC RESULTS
* 89 contributors of 1,428 regular employees
(staff & faculty)
* Total contribution of $15,468.00
Goal for 2005: 300 contributors/$30,000
Campaign period: Oct. 3-21. All contributions must be submitted to HR no later than
5:00 p.m. on Oct. 31, 2005.
Contribution forms are now available online
through the HR web site and are also available at the Office of Human Resources.

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

dents.
“The professor has been removed from his
teaching responsibilities and will have no interaction with students at UTPA,” a statement given to
the media about the allegations said. “He has been
temporarily reassigned to other administrative
duties pending an outcome of the case.”
While the statement by University Relations
did not address Landry’s case specifically, according to the Handbook of Operating Procedures
(HOP), UTPA “condemns sexual harassment of or
by the students, staff and faculty.”
While it is still unknown whether or not
Landry used any UTPA computers to engage in any
of the alleged chats, there are policies that try and
prevent those types of activities from taking place
within the university.
According to computer lab rules established
by the state of Texas, all pornography and chatting
are prohibited. UTPA takes these rules one step further and prohibits partially nude pictures as well,
including those of swimsuits and of a sexual nature.
These allegations, however, have some students worried, not so much about their safety, but
about the possible effects on the reputation of the
college.
“I would hate to think that what he [allegedly]
did would reflect bad on the school or on accounting,” Rita Vela, senior accounting major said.
John T. Emery, dean of the College of
Business Administration, says the department will

not jump to conclusions.
“It may not be what it appears to be,” Emery
said. “I mean, everyone is innocent until proven
guilty.”
If, in fact, proven guilty, Landry could face up
to 20 years in prison and a $10,000 fine.

STATISTICS

Online Sexual Predators
Q One in five children who use computer chatrooms has been approached over
the Internet by pedophiles.
Q 89 percent of sexual solicitations were
made in either chat rooms or instant
messages.
Q 13 million youth use instant messaging.
Q 1 in 5 received sexual solicitation or
approach in the last year.
Q 1 in 33 received AGGRESSIVE sexual solicitation (asked to meet, called via
phone, sent mail, money or gifts).

source: www.protectkids.com

OUTLETS continued from page 1
Group, the division of Simon Property Group
developing the project, said they won’t divulge the
specifics of what stores will be housed until closer
to the opening date. However, at other outlet centers
managed by the group, stores include such big
names as Burberry, Diesel, J. Crew, Coach, Dooney
& Bourke, Gucci, Kate Spade, and Crate and
Barrel.
Shoppers will find discount savings of 25 percent to 65 percent on clothing, house wares, specialty items, gifts and more, said Michele Rothstein,
senior vice president of marketing for Chelsea
Property Group.
Valley leaders anticipate a positive affect on
the local economy as the center will create approximately 800 job opportunities, will generate millions of dollars in sales tax revenue, and help to
develop the Valley into a top tourist destination.
"We are thrilled to be welcoming Chelsea to
our community," said Mercedes Mayor Joel
Quintanilla in a press release. "They are a first-class
organization and we are confident that this project
will be an enhancement to Mercedes and the entire
region. The sales tax revenue alone will significantly improve the finances of the city."
Valley residents share the excitement and high
hopes for the new outlet center.
“I think [the outlet center] will be good for the
Valley,” said sophomore journalism major Deidra
Aguilar. “It will become a popular shopping area.
I’ll probably go often with my family and friends.”
Senior international business major Melissa
Morales agreed that the new outlet center would be
beneficial to the economy in terms of jobs and revenues but also cited an added benefit for the community.
“Such a huge investment will attract more

businesses such as restaurants and hotels,” Morales
said. “And this will help in the growth of the surrounding communities.”
Some, however, are wary about the effects of
opening the new outlet center.
“I think the new outlet center will definitely
bring benefits to the Valley,” said junior biology
major David Leal. “But the Valley’s been getting
really crowded lately and the center will probably
only contribute to that.”
Leal also said that he wasn’t sure if Mercedes
was the best location for a new shopping area.
The center, which will be an outdoor village
setting, will be located on the southwest corner of
U.S. Expressway 83 and Mile 1-1/2 East Road in
Mercedes. According to Rothstein, the location was
chosen for its good highway access and visibility.
“We felt that it was an excellent location for a
high quality outlet center to serve the local residents
as well as area visitors both from the U.S. and from
Mexico,” Rothstein explained. “Outlet centers are
tourist destinations so we are hopeful that our center will attract more visitors to the area.”
Rothstein said there haven’t been any problems so far in the process.
“We have been very appreciative of the support of the Mayor and representatives from the city
of Mercedes,” she said. “At our recent ground
breaking ceremony, the enthusiasm was very evident, to which we are grateful.”
There is also a planned outlet center in
Weslaco, which will be built over a bigger area and
include an entertainment venue, a bowling alley,
and other extras along with the shopping stores.
While some initially questioned the fact that there
will eventually be two outlet malls side by side in
the Mid-Valley, plans for both continue unabated.
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continued from page 3

recommendations posted on the Web site, register
and request place and time we meet,” said Kader.
“Play group attendees need to bring doggy bags
to pick up dog waste, water to hydrate dogs during
play and toys.”
Kelly Wroblewski, a mathematics graduate student at the University of Texas-Pan American and a
frequenert of the playgroup, understands the importance of socializing her pet, Bella.
“Dog parks serve many purposes, first of which
is that dogs are social creatures, and parks provide
them with places to socialize,” said Wroblewski.
The initiative to push this project forward has
faced some setbacks as the public reacts to the idea of
a large number of animals collected in the same place.

DIFFERENCE

“The setbacks we have had is because of pure
ignorance and some poor journalism,” said Kader.
“People who worry about the dogs spreading disease need to turn to all the homeless animals who
roam the streets; they are the ones spreading diseases and worms.”
There are certain rules that will be enforced
once the park is built. Bark Rangers, volunteers for
the park, will supervise the future dog park for at
least six to 12 months until a substantial group of
regulars is established, said Kader.
Those wanting to join the play group or would
like to help the dog park cause should visit the
McAllen Dog Park website at www.mcallendogpark.com.

continued from page 3

As part of their efforts, they will be collecting
donations for the students until Oct. 18 and volunteers will also help rejuvenate the school
building Oct. 22.
“One of our main goals is to assist as many
elementary students as possible by providing
them with needed school supplies,” Martin said.
“We are also expecting a large amount of student
volunteers from the organizations involved as
well as SLA to help with cleaning and painting
the interior of the school.”
However, Martin added that she didn’t pull
this together on her own.
“Many UTPA faculty and staff are involved in
this project through a community service group
called Mexican Borders Children Fund, and they
helped connect us with the elementary school,”
she said.
Melissa Morales, the student coordinator for the
University Scholars’ program Bronc Retention
Initiative Dedicated to Growth and Excellence program (BRIDGE), will be participating in the event

because of the benefits it brings.
“The BRIDGE program decided to be
involved with Make a Difference Day because of
what it believes in, ‘Putting our own cares on
hold for one day to care for someone else’”
Morales said. “It is great that with our small contributions of school supplies and clothing we will
help a child continue going to school and ultimately succeed.”
The BRIDGE program, along with many
other organizations around campus, is currently
collecting supplies and children’s books in
Spanish to help promote education and literacy.
“We are definitely enthusiastic about helping a school in Northern Mexico,” Morales said.
“And we are certain that this event will be a success because we have the support of our campus
and the caring hearts of our students.”
For more information concerning Make a
Difference Day, or if you would like to donate or
volunteer to help the children of Rio Bravo, contact Amy Martin at (956) 381-2262.

NARCOCORRIDOS continued from page 3
music, but nowadays everyone, even rich people,
enjoy hearing corridos,” said Hernandez.
Historically, narcocorridos have had a bad
reputation in the minds of many people due to the
subject matter of the lyrics, where corridistas
turned the “bad guys,” such as drug traffickers,
into heroes and the good people are made out to
be villains.
Because of this many do not like them and say
that this music only favors criminals.
“Narcocorridos are only making drug traffickers heroes and that is not a good message to anybody,” said Sergio Espinoza, from Monterrey. “I
don’t think anyone likes for their children to hear
that drug trafficking is the right thing to do.”
However others say that if we pay attention to
the corridos the drug traffickers always die or are
apprehended by the police.
“People need to stop and pay attention.
Narcocorridos usually have a tragic story. It’s rare
when it has a good ending,” said Rosalva
Resendiz, a criminal justice professor at the
University of Texas Pan-American. “If they pay
attention to the actual lyrics of the narcocorridos,
the lyrics always send a negative message against

drug traffickers.”
For Resendiz, narcocorridos also explain how
Mexican Americans in the southwest United States
use the corridos to tell others about past oppression by the Texas Rangers against Mexicans.
“The corridos here have a long history of
resistance and the person that studied this was
Americo Paredes. Paredes explains how corridos
have changed over time,” said Resendiz, speaking
of the famous author who specialized in cultural
history. “At one point, since many of the Mexicans
living in the south of the U.S. didn’t have any
other way to communicate to others the injustices
committed against them. They used the corridos.
The corridos usually talked about the injustices of
the Rangers against the Mexicans.”
The songs also helped alleviate the repression
against Mexicans by the U.S. government. Recent
wars between cartels and law enforcement officials from both the United States and Mexico have
caused much violence on the border and provided
new material, sadly, for this popular art form.
Narcocorridos continue to be heard in Mexico, the
United States and other parts of the world, and
more people are picking up this Mexican tradition.
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main goals is to continue providing support to local
schools and their students.
“The location serves students that walk through
the front door and they come to us to improve on
their SAT and ACT scores,” said Joe Guerra,
national director of educational partnerships. “The
office also serves as the epicenter for us for providing live instruction and support staff to deliver programs to school districts.”
Guerra said Princeton Review would like to
have the new center ready by late December and
be ready for full operation beginning in January.
They already have 12 employees working in the
Valley, but are now looking for a location to house
their new retail center. Right now, the UTPA
Annex located on Closner Road has been targeted
as a possible location.
Princeton Review is not the only corporation
providing testing services to the Valley. In fact,
Kaplan is also another large participant at UTPA.

The group provides LSAT and MCAT test preparation in conjunction with the political science department and the biology department, respectively.
Cynthia Vasquez, the center manager in San
Antonio, said there is no Kaplan testing center
south of San Antonio, but emphasized the future
may hold new opportunities for Kaplan in
the Valley.
The partnership between Princeton Review,
UTPA and the local school districts will be the main
driving force behind the success of the new retail
center. Guerra emphasized that all individuals
involved are ready to bring new opportunities to
students and teachers Valley wide.
“South Texas, Region One and UTPA are
great partners to work with,” said Guerra.
“Excitement is the right word because that’s the
way we all feel and we know there’s a lot of
work involved and we’re ready to roll up our
sleeves and get it done.”
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The lone
Bronc
basketball
senior
speaks.
Photos by Delisa Guadarrama/The Pan American

Derrick East
Senior forward
By JOEY GOMEZ
The Pan American
Ask forward Derrick East about his
impending role as team leader, after a solid year
in 2004-05, and he’ll respectfully correct that
pre-conceived notion.
In fact, he’ll even give you several other
Broncs who have been “in the trenches” enough
times to be able to help him provide leadership.
“The label doesn’t bother me,” East said
about his portrayal in the media, as carrying the
graduation-depleted team on his shoulders. “I
go with what’s better for the team.”
This devotion to the spirit of the team is not
new. East’s unselfish philosophy on leadership
can be traced all the way to the pros.

After all, it was the great NBA center
Kareem Abdul-Jabbar who once said that while
“One man can be a crucial ingredient on a team,
one man cannot make a team.”
When considering East’s slated impact on
the team this year, it’s safe to assume the latter.
The 6-foot-8 native of Binger, Okla., returns
after an exceptional junior campaign last season
where he set career milestones in several
statistical categories.
He was ranked third on the team in rebounds
(139), rebounding average (7.1), and fourth in
field goal percentage, steals (18) and blocked
shots (8).
Those numbers will probably spike this
season as those who ranked higher than East last

year have all moved on to greener pastures. East
has high hopes for the five new arrivals this
year.
“The new transfers are great,” East said.
“They’re doing well adjusting to a new system.”
East first made his mark on the team in the
2002-2003 season where he started all 28
games, after redshirting his freshman year with
the Broncs, averaging 5.1 points and 3.4
rebounds per game, shooting .633 from the freethrow line.
At Lookeba-Sickles High School in
Oklahoma East said he learned the true
consequences of overlooking an underdog. The
former All-Oklahoma Basketball Association
All-Star translates his achievements there to the

hardwood at UTPA.
“It motivates you,” East said about being
considered the underdog in a contest. “I came
from a smaller high school playing bigger
schools.”
In that respect, UTPA will also be facing a
similar situation this year. The Broncs face
national powerhouses early in the season. As
part of the South Padre Island tournament
beginning Nov. 20, the Broncs will face the
University of Illinois, who played in the NCAA
title game last season.
On Nov. 29 the Broncs head to Austin to take
on UT-Austin. They also face off against Texas
Tech and legendary coach Bobby Knight this
year.
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Derrick East
Forward

Danny Puente
Guard
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Dexter Shankle
Guard

Ryan Buck
Forward

Zach Trader
Forward

Returning Bronc veterans

Robert Davenport
By DARYL GONZALES
The Pan American
The University of Texas-Pan American men’s
basketball team has reloaded with new faces and talent.
Friday at midnight the 2005-2006 season will begin for
the Broncs and for all the other teams around the nation.
The Bronc are coming off a 12-16 season last year
under Coach Robert Davenport, who took over for Bob
Hoffman in the role as head man.
As he prepares for his second year, many sports
critics cite that the Broncs inexperience will lead to
trouble. They return only one senior. But Davenport
said that he doesn’t let preseason talk get in the way of
preparing for the season.
“I don’t pay to much attention to that, I see those
things,” he said. “The funny thing is that people base
their opinions off of last year, and they have no idea of
who we have signed for this season. It’s not like at
Duke where writers come in and watch the practices,
and until somebody sets foot on campus and watches
the team work out, then they don’t know what they are
talking about.”
Coaches said that the team’s only senior, Derrick
East, will have to take control of this fairly young team
and sit in the lead cart. Davenport said that he feels that
its East’s team and that it’s time that he take charge.
“He has played a big role the past couple of years
here, he puts a lot of minutes in for us and done well,”
Davenport said. “He has just really stepped up; I think
that he feels that it’s his team and its time for him to
lead.
“We can’t look around for someone to take over, it’s
his job now. I’m real happy with Derrick; he has
worked out real hard for this year,” Davenport added.
This season’s 31-game schedule will feature tough
competition as the Broncs get set to take on Illinois,
Arkansas, Texas Tech and Wichita State on the road.
The team won just one of 14 road games last season.
“It’s going to be a challenging schedule, but we
have a good new group of guys and I think that they are
ready for the challenge,” Davenport commented. “We
have some good size; we can score and do just about
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everything. I really
like the personality of our team and how they play
together and get along, and that’s what I like to see.”
The Broncs return four players from last season
besides East, all of whom are in their second season as
Broncs.
Returning is Danny Puente, a redshirt sophomore
from McAllen Memorial. Davenport said that he
worked hard this summer on shooting and getting
stronger.
“He has really earned minutes, so I we can expect
more out of him this season,” Davenport continued.
Also returning from last season is sophomore guard
Dexter Shankle, who also worked in improving his
shooting.
“I’ve really noticed a big improvement in his
perimeter shot,” Davenport commented. “Dexter does
all the little things that makes you successful. He plays
hard, great defensively, dives on lose balls and very
athletic.”
Six-foot-six Harlingen native Ryan Buck will be
returning for his sophomore season at forward.
Davenport said he has been working real hard and
making big strides from last year, and fits in well doing
what’s asked of him
Zach Trader is another sophomore who played
solid minutes last year when the Broncs were suffering
from injuries. Davenport said that those minutes are
going to pay off big this season giving him experience
that a lot of players don’t have.
In this new class of faces, only three are coming in
as freshmen straight out of high school. Much will be
asked of them.
Larry Sheppard is a 5-11 guard originally from
Baton Rouge who played two years at Iowa Western
Junior College, where the team finished fifth last
season at the Junior College National Tournament. He

started at point
guard and Davenport said he is very quick,
running with the ball.
“Larry has a real talent in leading a team and he is
the typical type of point guard that we were looking
for,” Davenport added.
Coming to UTPA from Casper College in
Wyoming is 6-foot-2 guard Johnathan Chatman.
Davenport said that he is a tremendous shooter, but can
play the point guard position if need be.
“Chatman is a guy that we expect to carry the load
for us from the perimeter,” he added.
Cori Gaither is a transfer from Southwestern
Christian Junior College in Terrell Texas, but is
originally from Jacksonville, Fla. He is an athletic 6-4
wing player who can get to the basket and create his
own shot off the dribble. Davenport said that he is
actually in his sophomore year of eligibility since he
was redshirted in junior college, so the Broncs have
him for three seasons.
About Kano Edwards, from Western Nebraska
Junio College. Davenport said he is a 6-foot-8 post
player who can use his athleticism to score with his
back to the basket. Edwards is from Connecticut but
claims the Bronx as his home by way of Jamaica.
The new big man on the team will be Colin Lien
who is from Waterloo, Iowa and transfers from
Southeastern Community College. During his
freshman season, they won the junior college national
championship. He is 7-foot, 260 pounds, a very solid
offensive player.
“He can give us that big presence inside that we
really need,” Davenport added.
The true freshmen will also have to get their beaks
wet this season.

D a v i d
Burrell is a 6-3
true freshman
from Houston
Wheatly,
a
slasher-type point
-Robert D
who
avenport guard
UTPA he
ad coach Davenport thinks
can have a bright
future ahead of him.
Taking the place of departed San Antonio guard
Sergio Sanchez will be no easy task, but freshman Alex
Robinson looks primed to follow in his footsteps.
Davenport said that the 6-foot-5 forward from San
Antonio Clark is going to have a great career and really
fits the Bronc style of play.
“He’s what we were looking for and he does a great
job,” Davenport continued.
Freshman guard Ben Smith is from PSJA North,
but has been sitting out due to shoulder surgery. He
should be released to practice Friday. He is a 6-3 wing
player that can really shoot the basketball, Davenport
said.
“He is really smart and understands the game and
we really expect some big things from him,” he added.
The newcomers are ready to show that they have
what it takes to compete at the next level.
“This team is really close and they have worked
extremely hard, and we’re going to fight every step of
the way this season for the win,” Davenport said. “The
exciting thing is that a lot of the guys on the team are
going to be here for many years, and they’re a group of
guys that are going to grow on and off the court.”
A WORD ON MIDNIGHT MADNESS
The team is looking forward to Friday’s Midnight
Madness kickoff.
“Well we love for everyone to come out, we have
always had good support during midnight madness,”
Davenport commented. “The students really get
excited and the community comes out, it’s a great way
to kick off the season. We‘d love to have the gym
packed for the guys and girls on the team. “
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Madness
Stacey Gooden
Forward

Joanna Fuentes
Forward

Dominique Montague
Guard

Mahogany Daniel
Forward

Devin Reed
Guard

Returning Lady Bronc upperclassmen
By JOEY HINOJOSA
The Pan American
Last season the UTPA women’s basketball team
finished 14-14, the most wins in the program’s 19-year
history of Division I participation. In the fall of 2005,
UTPA Women’s Basketball Head Coach DeAnn Craft
enters her third season leading the Lady Broncs. With
a preseason foreign tour south of the border already
completed, she is eagerly anticipating the upcoming

strength of schedule,” said Craft. “We’re going to try
and knock off a couple of those teams if we can.”
“Then we have another third of our games that are
against teams that have equal or better records than our
team did last year, and so competitively speaking we do
not have an advantage against those particular teams,”
said the head coach. “However, we feel like that is
going to be a great mark at how quickly our program is
getting better.”

two of them if we can,” said Craft. “We’re going to
play to beat all of them, but realistically you have to go
in and have your goals that have to be measured
correctly.”
Some of the heavyweights the squad is hoping to
upset include early matchups at Auburn, Kansas State,
Arkansas, and a late season tilt at Oregon State. Craft
sees the early games against the powerhouses as tests
of where the program is at.
“ B o t h
(Auburn
and
Arkansas) are
postseason
-DeAnn Craft p a r t i c i p a n t s
Head basketball coach which means
they finished as
one of the top 100 teams in the United States. The SEC
is the second most power ranked conference in U.S.
women’s college basketball, so I think you have to start
with Auburn and Arkansas,” said Craft of the squad’s
more challenging contests. “Kansas State is a perennial
top 15 program in the country. I think that Kansas State
is a whole different animal. Not only are they top 20,
but they are also top six in attendance.”
Craft hopes that the Oregon State game will also
help determine what kind of team the Lady Broncs will
have had this season.
“Our Pac-10 game at the end of the year at Oregon
State is going to showcase a little bit differently. I hope
that at the end of the year our youth would have grown
up and we will be able to play much more competitive
out there. We kind of designed it that way,” said Craft.
“We want to play heavy hitters early. We want to see
how we improve, so when we play a heavy hitter at the
end of the year we can measure just how good this
team became for us.”
The Lady Broncs will be on the road for nine of
their first 11 outings. According to Craft, that is the case
for a Division I program without a conference.
“Conference affiliated institutions have built-in
home games and UTPA doesn’t,” she said.

“My philosophy is simply ‘we’re going to play anybody any time
anywhere’ ...we believe that we will be able to attract a higher level of
opponents that’s not afraid to come down and play us here at home.”
2005-06 campaign.
“Obviously this time of year you get excited. You
have another year under your belt with your kids,” said
Craft. “We just feel the Mexico trip was a glimpse of
just how good this team could be, so we’re anticipating
a very difficult season as far as strength of schedule
because we’re playing such good opponents, but we do
feel our skill level has increased as well.”
From Sept. 2 to Sept. 5, the Lady Broncs
participated in a four-game exhibition series and swept
their opponents, allowing many players to get some
needed minutes on the court. When it comes to the
regular season, Craft says there are many wishes in
place and one has already been reached.
“I think we already met one of our goals, and that
was to perform very competitively at our foreign tour
because you are only allowed one of those every four
years,” said the third-year head coach. “When you get
that opportunity you want to make the most of it.”
The UTPA Lady Broncs have an exhibition game
at home, Nov. 12 against Texas A&M- Kingsville. The
squad will begin regular season play on the road Nov.
18 when they face Auburn. Craft views the upcoming
season as if it had three divisions.
“We have a third of our games that are against the
top ten conference teams in the United States, and
we’re playing nine opponents that are out of the top ten

“Then we play a
third of our games
that are against teams
that were below us
record-wise, and we
believe we should
sweep those games,”
added Craft.
The
Central
Florida alumnus says
DeAnn Craft
the team wants to go
after last year’s record of 14 wins, but says it’s
important to play against tough competition and build
up the program.
“If you put those three divisions together, yes, we
are going to go after the win/loss record, and try to
establish a new one, but more importantly what we
want to do is make sure that we sweep the teams that
are equal or below us,” said Craft. “We want to make
sure that we can win half of those games against those
that are equal or better than us.”
Ideally any team would like to win all of their
games, but the Lady Bronc leader says she will not be
unrealistic.
“We are not at the level yet of the top-tier teams.
There is no way around that. We are striving and trying
to learn, but we are going to try and knock off one or

Midnight Madness Schedule of Events
Thursday, October 13
Spirit Rally
Union East Patio
Noon-1 p.m.
Music and Free Food
*Come meet your UTPA athletes and coaches*

Friday, October 14
Tailgate Party and Lighting of the Letters
Fajita and Buffalo Wing Cook-Off Competition
Music, Contests, and Cheer Practice
UTPA Fieldhouse Parking Lot
5 p.m.-10:30 p.m.
Intramural 3-on-3 Basketball Tournament
HPEII
4:30 p.m. deadline (Bronc Village Apt. 2101)

“Geographically where we are located is a financial
burden for some schools to come down and play, so
we’re the ones that have to make the sacrifice to go
play away.
“My philosophy is simply ‘we’re going to play
anybody any time anywhere’ because that’s how we
are going to build this program, and as we build it we
believe that we will be able to attract a higher level of
opponents that’s not afraid to come down and play us
here at home.”
PERSONNEL REPORT
When it comes to leaders on the court Craft looks
to the four returning seniors, Joanna Fuentes, Stacey
Gooden, Dominique Montague, and Devin Reed.
“I think you have to start with your seniors. A lot of
the responsibility relies on the shoulders of our four
seniors to carry that torch and to keep the program
moving forward,” said the head coach. “We are very
proud of the fact that those four seniors all bring
something different to our basketball team.”
Craft is also looking forward to what the new class
of freshmen will bring to the squad.
“I think we need the leadership from the seniors
and we need the skill level from the newcomers. I think
our newcomers provide us with something that we
have not had in the past,” said Craft. “We have a very
big post presence with Whitney Coulson who is 6-foot5 and Robin Garrett who is 6-3. Their challenge is that
they are brand new Division I players, but I think they
have the mentality to really play effectively at this
level.”
The UTPA head coach admits that she is optimistic
about the future of these freshmen.
“We signed the one through five positions in that
freshmen class. I think they have the makings to be a
very special class for our university,” she reported.
“What they are lacking is minutes played. The only
way they are going to learn is if we get them some
minutes and find out what’s inside their hearts, and
how bad they really want to be contributing members
this year.”

Midnight Madness**
10:30 p.m.-12:30 a.m.
UTPA Fieldhouse
Bronc Basketball Introductions
Dance Competitions
Most Spirited Competitions…
Saturday, October 6
Walk-on Basketball Tryouts
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Cross country teams set for this weekend Midseason analysis
By ABEL SALINAS
The Pan American
“Run Forest! Run!” is probably the most
annoying saying any runner hears on a daily
basis, a remnant of a long-passed movie. The
men’s and women’s cross country teams will try
to ignore the silly, overused catchphrase and run
like people are chasing them this Saturday when
they will be part of the Pre-Nationals Meet and
the Texas Lutheran Invitational, respectively.
At these events the teams will be looking to
improve on results accomplished two weeks
ago at Oklahoma State. After finishing sixth
overall at Oklahoma during the Cowboy
Jamboree, the men’s team - anchored by senior
and two-time Independent Runner of the Year
Westly Keating - will try to top their
performance at Terre Haute, Ind., at the
preparatory Pre-National meet.
Keating finished third at Stillwater for the
second straight meet, with a time of 25:53,

while fellow senior Hector Gandara placed 17th
with a time of 26:03, in the top 20 for the second
consecutive time.
Four out of seven UTPA runners, including
Keating and Gandara, finished in the top 25
percent of the field which included 238 runners.
Coach Ricky Vaughn was satisfied with the
race, calling it a “solid performance,” and is
hoping that newcomers to the team will get
experience and develop during the season.
The men’s team is relatively inexperienced
team with only three seniors and six
underclassmen, four freshmen.
At Oklahoma, freshman Luis Nava placed
the highest for the Bronc’s newcomers finishing
41st with a time of 26:51. Juan Davila placed
71st with a time of 27:36. Rounding out UTPA’s
stable of young talent, J.J. Hernandez took 88th
at last weekend’s meet.
The Lady Broncs finished 14th at
Oklahoma and are confident they can improve
on that.“We are working hard, getting ready,

running as a team,” said junior Karla
Hernandez. “I think we are more prepared. We
have a more positive mindset and we are fresh
and well rested.”
Hernandez finished 59th in the field of 153
runners and attributed the team’s finish to the
lack of concentration.
“We ran someone else’s race,” said
Hernandez. “We need to be more aggressive
from the get-go.”
Junior Ashley Perez, who finished behind
Hernandez in 69th, shared the same sentiments.
“This race we should try to start the race
harder,” said Perez. “We need to be more
competitive.”
Hernandez and Perez showed up early
Wednesday morning to the track during a
voluntary practice in hopes of being better
prepared for the race at Seguin.
“Coach said we should be able to do well at
this meet,” said Perez as she prepared to start
her workout. “I think we can do better.”

Lady Broncs take Islanders in four
By ANNALISA LIMAS
The Pan American
It was a night for career highs, as the
Lady Bronc volleyball team defeated the
Texas A&M Islanders with a nonstop
offensive campaign. Tuesday night's
home game was the first win after the
Lady Broncs suffered three consecutive
three losses to Texas State and Utah
Valley State.
After rallying back and forth with the
Islanders in game one, the Lady Broncs
fell short to give their rivals the win at
30-28 and the early advantage. UTPA
bounced back from the loss and
continuingly attacked TAMUCC to
continue with a nonstop lead that carried
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on into the next two sets, winning at 3019 and 30-24. In game four, the Lady
Broncs responded after being down 11-5
to win the final set of the night with a 10point margin of 30-20.
Tuesday night's win over the now 8-8
TAMUCC Islanders, gave the Lady
Broncs an overall 4-12 record and 3-2 in
home games. The Lady Broncs will be
back in action on Friday, Oct. 14 to
compete against North Dakota State
Bison in Fargo, ND. UTPA is 0-5 in
away games this season.
Coach Dave Thorn said his team has
been concentrating their defense against
losing the early lead.
"The team really responded after the
first match," said Thorn. "They
[TAMUCC] took the early advantage
and pulled away but we did a good job
of responding and just steamrolled our
way through the next three for the win. I
just challenged the team to step up and
really believe in themselves."
Leading the night in kills was senior
Danielle Holthe who had a career high
22 kills with only three errors to earn a
.514 hitting percentage. She contributed
four digs and three blocks to help her
team notch the win.
Close behind was junior Heather
Bravo with 21 kills and eight digs along
with freshman Kellie Phillips who
contributed 16 kills, 10 digs and a air of
blocks.
"These three had a really great night.
Heather struggled a little at the

Delisa Guadarrama/The Pan American
REACHING - Deanna Schneyer (12) and
Chelsea Blakely attempt to block a volley.

beginning of the season and she's really
starting to come around, " said Thorn.
"Kelly's been great too and at this point
you can't even consider her a freshman
anymore."
Another newcomer, freshman Chelsea
Blakely, led the team with 60 assists, also
recording a career high and scoring
double-digits in digs with 13. Leading
the team in digs for the night was junior
Chrissie Carrigan with 26 digs and one
serving ace.
"After losing the first game we just
shook it off and picked up the momentum
into the next three sets," said Holthe. "It
feels really good to win and it'll really
help our confidence."

By OMAR RODRIGUEZ
The Pan American
It’s somewhat the same situation as last year. The Lady Bronc volleyball
team has considerable potential at times, putting up a fight in every game.
The problem? Finishing.
The win-loss column has not been kind, as following a home loss to the
Texas State University Bobcats the team’s record is 4-12.
As Coach Dave Thorn reviews the season to this point, he keeps coming
back to the same analysis.
“This is a great team that works well together but we just can’t seem to
finish,” says Thorn.
Just as in any other sport, volleyball has its own ‘crunch time.’ At the
collegiate level, the teams play rally-point scoring up to 30 points. Once one
team hits 25, the pressure turns up to close out the game. The matches are
played on a best-of-five format and the fourth and fifth game are intense, the
time for one team to step up and win the match.
UTPA has constantly worked on getting past the crunch and delivering
the decisive blow but has still not mastered that art.
The good news is that the team has had three five-game matches,
winning two. The first win came against Lamar with a five-game thriller on
the road that came down to the last couple of points. The second was a neverending match against Texas A&M-International last month at the Field
House in what was possibly the most exciting match of the season so far.
The bad news for the Lady Broncs is that they were unable to capitalize
on any momentum following the second victory. They had planned on
participating in the Islander Invitational in Corpus Christi, but matches were
canceled in the wake of Hurricane Rita.
Given the spotty performance, Thorn has had to make a number of
adjustments to the team’s lineup.
“Any time you are losing matches you are forced to make changes,” he
said.
The most contested spot has come at the setter position. Freshmen
Chelsea Blakely won the starting spot through preseason training but lost
that role to Karen Lyons when her inexperience showed early in the season.
As the season progressed, Blakely has shown her willingness to grow and
has earned the starting spot back.
“Blakely showed that she was ready and I thought she ran the offense
really well against Texas State,” says Thorn.
Both those players are solid, as Lyons leads the team through the halfway
mark with 444 assists with Blakely has managed 127 assists.
Offensively, the team has shifted a few players around, including seniors
Danielle Holthe and Stephanie Redd. Redd has become the new right-side
hitter while Holthe has been shifted around but has again settled into her
natural middle-hitter position.
Heather Bravo leads the offense from the outside hitter’s position with
149 kills while freshman Kellie Phillips is tied with Redd for second with
134 kills. Thorn sees a lot of potential in Phillips.
“She’s been great,” he said. “She’s adjusted to the college game well and
she should have a lot of success.”
Bravo has also had a strong defensive presence with 139 digs. She is
only surpassed by the team’s libero Chrissie Carrigan, who as the defensive
anchor for the team has notched 254 digs.
The Lady Broncs will play most of their remaining matches against other
Independents. They will travel north to the Dakotas this weekend to take on
North Dakota State and South Dakota State. Then team has four home
matches the following week.
The season’s success will be measured with the outcome of the National
Independent Tournament scheduled for Nov. 10-11 in Greeley, Col.
Thorn feels that thought the team has lost a number of matches that they
all work well together and just needs to look for opportunities to put games
away.
“It’s time for stretch run and we need to use the upcoming matches to
gear up for the National Independent Tournament,” he said.

